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A chilling and action-packed crime novel

Sarah Harmon’s life has been complicated. Very complicated, for a nineteen- year old just leaving high
school. But as she steps out on a clear autumn day to run the nearby cliff trails, she’s ready to put the past
behind her and move on.

She has a secret one-way plane ticket to a new life, and a plan, waiting.

But time for Sarah has run out. For she’s about to cross paths with someone more twisted than the path she’s
running.

Inspector Susan Kovalsky, not long on the job and fleeing her own city demons, has her hands full.

The town of Lion’s Bay might appear picture post-card perfect, nestled on the stunning clear waters of
Georgian Bay, but there’s a lot going on under its shiny surface. It seems the more stones she turns over, the
more secrets she unearths, and the more ripples she creates.

Will she ever discover who wanted this beautiful young woman dead?

After all, the suspects are in no short supply. How about all the people who lost their savings trusting her
father?

Could one of them have sought revenge? What about her fiancé, Tommy Logan, son of a prominent local
family? Did he learn of her plans to flee?

And what about Tommy’s strange cousin Trudy? There’s something not right about her at all. And Tommy’s
mother sees the way her husband looks at their future daughter-in-law.

But is it just a coincidence that Sarah’s future father-in-law’s first wife died on the very same cliffs?

With eerie similarities to the death of a local young girl years earlier, a murder that has gone unsolved,
Inspector Kovalsky’s suspicions deepen.

Reports that the lovely Sarah had a bit of a wild side unnerve our detective as she begins to solve the crime.

With more turns than the roads that carve through the rocky cliffs of this northern town,  Nowhere to Run
will keep your heart racing until the very last page.

Carolyn Davidson studied English Literature at the University of Windsor, and after traveling the world,
settled in Toronto where she lives with her husband and two small boys. This is her first crime novel, set in



the stunning lakeside village where she spends as much time as she can. She is currently working on the
second book in the series.

 Endeavour Press is the UK's leading independent digital publisher. For more information on our
titles please sign up to our newsletter at www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates
on free and discounted ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via
http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always interested in hearing from our readers. Endeavour Press
believes that the future is now.
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From reader reviews:

Lacey Clements:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. We all know that that
book is very important normally. The book Nowhere To Run was making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The publication
Nowhere To Run is not only giving you a lot more new information but also for being your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make relationship using
the book Nowhere To Run. You never really feel lose out for everything should you read some books.

Brad Marcum:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled
Nowhere To Run your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a e-book
then become one type conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get previous to. The Nowhere
To Run giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful data
for your better life with this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind will be
pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary shelling out
spare time activity?

Eileen Smith:

This Nowhere To Run is fresh way for you who has curiosity to look for some information since it relief
your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you
who still having little bit of digest in reading this Nowhere To Run can be the light food for yourself because
the information inside that book is easy to get by anyone. These books create itself in the form which can be
reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in reserve form make
them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a guide
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss it! Just
read this e-book kind for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Margaret Watt:

A lot of people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt it when
they get a half areas of the book. You can choose the actual book Nowhere To Run to make your current
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading expertise is developing when you including reading. Try to
choose basic book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the idea about book and looking at
especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to available a book and learn it. Beside that the publication
Nowhere To Run can to be your brand new friend when you're sense alone and confuse using what must
you're doing of the time.
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